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HANGAR   FLYING
Compiled by Tony Burton

THE ONE HORSEPOWER LAUNCH

A ULF-1 ultralight glider has been regularly
launched with a horse at an airfield in
Karlstad, Sweden. The ULF-1 was built
from plans by Swedish glider pilot, Sven
Jonsson, and it was finished last year.

The test pilot for its first flight was Olle Ek, a
62 year old veteran pilot with thousands
of hours — and lightweight. It was he who
got the idea for getting launched using
real horsepower. In the middle photo, Ek is
on the right and Jonsson next to him. The
ULF-1 can be foot-launched from a slope,
and the pilot retracts the ‘gear’ by putting
them on the rudder pedals. Tony.

The first test flight took place on 17 June 84
at Karlstad. A fine horse was harnessed to
a 525 foot rope, but at first did not show
much enthusiasm or cooperation and would
run off to one side. After a few training runs
without the aircraft, the horse was again
hooked up. This time, running into a 6-8
kt wind, the horse accelerated so well a
wingrunner was not required, and the glider
became airborne in about 15 feet. The
horse maintained a constant rope tension
and the ULF-1 registered 45 km/h during
the entire climb, which lasted about 35
seconds and reached 400 feet altitude. A
second successful launch was done the
same day.

Since then, Sven Jonsson has logged ten
horse launches with his ultralight. He speaks
enthusiastically about his experience, say-
ing that for a soaring pilot this launch method
is sensational. It is especially nice to see the
horse in a full gallop while the ship climbs
calmly into the air, and he wishes every pilot
could have such a rare adventure.

Adapted from AEROKURIER

TIDY UP THE TAPE

After building new wings for my HP-18
which I had already flown for 200 hours
without any difficulty, I was unable to keep
the ship at thermalling speed. It just refused
to stay at 42-46 knots regardless of what
I did with the flap or trim, and insisted on
speeding up to 55 or so when thermalling.

I had originally modified my trim system to
be like those of the later German glass
ships, by adding a bent-down tab to the
tail and an adjustable bungee on the stick
to balance this nose-up effect. I assumed
that something in the new wing contour
was interfering with trimming, and I began
to experiment with add-on changes to the
tab to see if I could make it behave.

Now in some of my safety writing I have
urged the use of written checklists, one
item of which is inspection of the wing

skins. I decided just for the heck of it to
run this inspection the next time I flew. Lo
and behold, what did I find? About four feet
of the tape on the underside of the wing-
to-flap gap was not stuck tight, and pro-
truded down about three-eighths of an
inch. The position of the loose tape was
within the span of the tail. I restuck the
tape and presto! — she behaved as doc-
ilely as she had all those 200 hours with the
old wing.

That tiny spoiler sticking down was enough
to confuse the bird and its pilot, and make
it misbehave. So watch that tape!

Steven duPont
from SOARING

NEW CURRENCY RULES

Transport Canada has revised the pro-
posed regulations for maintenance of pilot
competency. The new proposal received
in January would only require a licence
holder to have “exercised the privileges of
the licence” within the previous 24 months.
Pilots not meeting this condition will need
(in short) to complete a “proficiency type
check.” For a glider pilot, this check will be
conducted by another glider pilot (this
change made at SAC’s request) who has
not less than 5 hours pilot-in-command in
the type used for the test. For power pilots,
and I am thinking of two pilots here, the
once every two year flight is insufficient to
maintain towing competency, although it
would technically maintain the licence. In
SAC clubs the towpilot competency will be
ensured, as now, by their more stringent
requirements, hence the power pilot licens-
ing proposals will not affect us

lan Oldaker


